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Level: Kindergarten

Learning Objective: Students will demonstrate their knowledge of number sense by working with
numbers from 1 to 62,600. Children will also become aware of how valuable water is and how we can
conserve it.
Illinois learning Standards; 6.A.Ka; 6.C.Ka; 6.C.Kb; 6.D.K; 7.A.Ka; 7.A.Kc; 7.B.Ka; 10.B.K;
11.A.Kc; 11.A.Kd; 12.A.Ka; 12.A.Kb; 12.D.K; 13.B.Ka; 13.B.Kc.
Materials Needed:
Gallon jug
Sink
Smart board
Internet

Paper
Pencils
Crayons
Book- Why Should I Save Water!

Introduction: Ask children, "How much is a gallon of water, what size?'(cup, bucket, truck load)
Take a few answers and then fill up one gallon container like a milk jug. Talk about how much time it is
taking to fill the container and then ask the kids "What do we use water for?" (To cook with, bathe, drink,
wash clothes, water plants) Take a few answers. Ask students, "Is water important?" (YES!)
Activity Outline:
I.
Gallons Galore
A.
Using the smart board go to htt~://www.epa.gov/safewater/kids/,
click on Games and Activities, and then click on Interactive Fun
Facts Matching Game.
B.
Explain to the students that the answers are in how many gallons
we use in one day. Read all of the choices and then call quiet
sitters to start making guesses. (I have attached a hard copy.)
C.
After all the answers have been revealed, talk about ways to
conserve water. Read Be Hydro-Logical, to the children which is
an article on http://www.epa.~ov/safewater/kids/. It explains facts
about water usage and what action we can take to conserve it.

II.

Whv Should I Save Water!
Read the story to the class, Why Should I Save Water! by Wendy
Jen Green. Children learn that clean water is one of our most
precious natural resources. In this book, boys and girls are told
about dozens of ways in which they and theirfamilies can avoid
wasting water.

III.

Assessment
Children will demonstrate what they have learned by writing and
drawing a picture of two ways that they can save water. (Copy enclosed)

Resources on the Web

htt~://www.heaIthgoods.com/Education/Health~ Home InformationlWater Conservation/conserving
water home.htm

Bang, Molly.

Common Ground: The Water, Earth and Air We Share, 1997

Summary:

Emoto, Masaru.

The Secret of Water, 2006

Summary:

Fix, Alezandra.

A simple story of our planet's natural resources with jewel-like
paintings by Caldecott Honor author Molly Bang. Through the example
of a shared village green and the growing needs of the townspeople
who share it, Molly Bang presents the challenge of handling our planet's
natural resources. Full color picture book that imagines a village in
which there are too many people consuming shared resources and
discusses the challenge of handling our world's environment safely.

In 2003 the United Nations proclaimed the years 2005 to 2015 as its
International Water for Life Decade, which urges citizens of the world to
take individual responsibility to learn all about water. In a time wrought
with environmental catastrophes and natural disasters, The Secret of
Water shows the necessity of protecting water and offers a message of
hope and empowerment. Help us shift consciousness

Water, 2007

Summary:

Jen Green, Wendy.

Read 'Water' t o learn about the importance of water i n our
lives. Discover how water gets from lakes and rivers t o our
homes, and where water goes once it is poured down the drain.
Learn what happens when water is wasted, and ways t o reduce
your own water waste.

Whv Should I Save Water!, 2005

Summary:

Children learn that clean water is one of our most precious natural
resources. In this book, boys and girls are told about dozens of ways in
which they and their families can avoid wasting water. Part of every

child's development involves asking questions. Today, some of the most
important questions kids ask are related to the natural environment.
Wines, Jacquie.

You Can Save The Planet: 50 Wavs You Can Make A Differnece ,2008

Summary:

This book is a call to action for children everywhere. The effects of
pollution, global warming, and the destruction of our planet have never
been so visible or measurable. The book introduces and explains
massive global problems that need to be addressed now.
It's packed full of 50 useful things kids can do to make their homes,
schools, adn neighborhoods more environmentally friendly.
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Recent Additions 1 Contact Us I Print Version
EPA Home >

-..

Searc

> Ground Water & Drinkinq Water >

r#!l
dro-Logical

Be Hydro-Logical

Safewater Home
For Kids & Students
Grades K - 3
Grades 4 - 8
Grades 9 - 12

For Teachers
Grades K 3
Grades 4 8
Grades 9 - 12

-

FACT: More water is used in the bathroom than any other place in the home.
ACTION: Turn off the water when you brush your teeth and shave. Install low-flow
toilets, shower heads and faucet aerators and you'll save thousands of
gallonslliters of water a year. It's a savings that should reduce your water bill.
FACT: Today there are many more people using the same amount of water we had
100 years ago.
AC'I-ION: Don't waste water. Use it wisely and cut back wherever you can.

Games & Activities

FACT: A dripping faucet can waste up to 2,000 gallonsl7,600 liters of water a year.
A leaky toilet can waste as much as 200 gallons1260 liters of water a day.
AC'I'ION: Check your plumbing and repair any leaks as soon as possible.

Other Kids' Stuff
Kids' Health

FACT: Lead in household plumbing can get into your water.
ACTION: Find out if your pipes are lead or if lead solder was used to connect the
pipes. If you have lead in your plumbing system,when you turn on the tap for
drinking or cooking, let the water run until it's cold. Never use water from the hot tap
for cooking or drinking.
FACT: What's dumped on the ground, poured down the drain, or tossed in the
trash can pollute the sources of our drinking water.
ACTION: Take used motor oil and other automotive fluids to an automotive service
center that recycles them. Patronize automotive centers and stores that accept
batteries for recycling. Take leftover paint, solvents, and toxic household products
to special collection centers.

,A
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FACT: On average, 50% - 70% of household water is used outdoors for watering
lawns and gardens.
ACTION: Make the most of the water you use outdoors by never watering at the
hottest times of the day or when it's windy. Turnoff your sprinklers when it's raining.
Plant low-water use grasses and shrubs to reduce your lawn watering by 20% 50%.

&\
FACT: Lawn and garden pesticides and fertilizers can pollute the water.
ACTION: Reduce your use of pesticides and fertilizers and look for safer
alternatives to control weeds and bugs. For example, geraniums repel Japanese
beetles; garlic and mint repel aphids; and marigolds repel whiteflies.
FACT: Although most people get their water from regulated community water
supplies, others rely on their own private wells and are responsible for their own
water quality.
ACTION: If you own a well, contact your local health department or Cooperative
Extension Service representative to find out how to test the quality of your well
water.
FACT: Your city government and state officials regularly make decisions that affect
the quality of your drinking water resources.
ACTION: As the population grows and housing and industrial interest expand,

Drinking Water & Ground Water Kids' Stuff
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attend local planning and zoning meetings and ask what's being done to protect
water resources from contamination. Let elected officials know that you expect
them to use their hydro-logic to protect the water.
FACT: Public water utilities regularly test the quality of the drinking water they
provide to customers.
ACTION: Call your water utility and ask for a copy of their latest water quality
report.
Safewater Home I About Our Office I Publications / Calendar I Links I Office of Water I En Espaiiol
EPA Home I Privacv and Securitv Notice I Contact Us
Last updated on Tuesday, February 28th, 2006
URL: http:l/www.epa.govlsafewaterlkids/behyrdologicaI.html

WATER: WHO
NEEDS IT?

WATER: WHO NEEDS IT?
Water Issues
Chris Jaruseski
Gwenna Banks

BACKGROUND FOR UNIT
The students have planted a garden in the school's center courtyard which is located near the
kindergarten pod. Plants include flowers that bloom in spring and some that bloom in the fall when the
students return to school. Prairie grasses were planted,also.
The class has been divided into groups of three and assigned tasks for each week. One group will
water the plants, another will pull weeds and another will record the rainfall in the rain gauge. Task
assignments will rotate on a weekly basis while group assignments will remain the same.

WEBSITES FOR OTHER TNFORMATION

1

geology.com/teacher/water
proteacher.com water

theteacherscorner.net/thematicunits/water
teacherplanet.com~resource/waterday
cloudnet.com

Monday Plan: Plants need water

K-A
Objective: To demonstrate everything needs water. Students will learn a simple water cycle
utilizing visual, verbal and kinesthetic avenues.

Learning Standards : Science 12.A.la, 12.E.la, English 2.B.la

Materials: Book Water Cvcle by Traci Strain Trueit, Song Water Cvcle by Lori-Ann Phelan,
Ag Mag: Water for water on your wrist activity, beads and string, Link a Drink
worksheet from Share the Water booklet

Procedure:
Everyone is seated in a circle on the floor with a dishpan of water in the center
students are asked what is it and where did it come from? Discuss answers.
Teaeh the water cycle song(inc1uded)
Have students discuss the song and what happens to the water. Draw on paper or board.
Read the book and then discuss with children if their cycle is correct.
Complete the water cycle on your wrist activity from third page of Water AG Mag and
give each student the explanation for the beads for them to discuss at home.
Return to desks and have a student pass the worksheet. Do together.
Sing song again
Ask students to explain water cycle.
Ask students to explain water cycle or bracelet or sing song to someone at home that night
Evaluation: Students can explain the water cycle through words or song.
Students participated in activities
Students followed oral directions

Water Cycle
By Lori-Ann Phelan
Ialso sang a cute song with hand motions:

(Sang to the tune of She'll Be Coming Around the Mountain)
Water travels in a cycle, yes it does
(use pointer finger to make a big circle)
Water travels in a cycle, yes it does
(repeat finger circle)
It goes up as evaporation

(moves hands up to the sky
Forms clouds as condensation
(make a cloud overhead with arms)
Then comes down as precipitation, yes it does!
(sprinkle with fingers while bringing arms down in front of you)
The kids loved it!!
Lori-Ann

LOOK AT THE P
PICTURE I SHOWS WATER VAPOR. PICTURE 7 SHOWS WATER FOR DRINKING. NUMBER THE
OTHER PICTURES IN ORDER. THEN DRAW A LINE TO 1-INK THE PICTURES IN ORDER.

--

~raterinto a sequence.

antlifers and ~vells.
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firreziug lvtti~tlnr.To s l ~ o a1101~tvat~r(.lia~~ges
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~ ~11111
c e pla~lrtthat natolsliy esists as anlid, liquid and gas.

Tuesday Plan: Rainbirds
K-2
Objective: Students will listen to the story of Zuni. Students will work in groups of 2 to create own
rainbirds and explain their creations. Students will discuss ways to conserve water.
Students will learn to measure rainwater.
Learning Standards: Science 11.Alc, 11.B.1b, 12.B.la. Math 9.A. 1a

Materials: Zuni story(included), pencil, glue, construction paper, scissors, triangle templates,pails
rain gauges, map of world

Procedure:
Ask students how they use water and write answers on board. Inquire if they leave water on
while they brush teeth, how long they shower, etc. just accept answers without comment.
Read Zuni story
Let students pick a partner or pair students for cooperative learning project.
Explain to students they will create their own Zuni rainbirds. Students will pick their colors and
size of triangle templates. They will work together to create their birds.
Students will tell about their birds using triangle and circle in their explanation. Collect birds for
display in room or hall bulletin board.
Gather students on floor and discuss amounts of rain areas of the world gets by using a world
map.
Explain that they will be rain scientists and gather rain information fiom the garden they
planted.
Have students take pails and rain gauges out to the garden and set up at varies places in the
garden.
Explain they will watch which areas collect the most and least rain using the pails and what
falls into them. Explain they will recycle the rainwater when they need to water the plants
again.(Save discussing which types of plants need more rain than others and if the plants are
planted in the correct areas of the garden for the amount of rainfall for another lesson)
Return to the classroom. Look at list of water uses. Discuss how to use water more wisely
Explain new vocabulary term: conserve
End lesson with a review of what we did and have each student tell one thing helshe learned.

i

Evaluation: Students followed direction
Students used teamwork to create and explain birds
Students could name ways to use water
Students could name ways to conserve water
Students can relate what they learned, especially use of rain guages
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S&ry of #e Rainbirds

Taken from the book Math Wlzardrv for Kids (pages17 - 19).

7;hempter&us Zuni minbinls & not supposs,odfo kwk /ike a rea/ bird I& a//sham and
fines. 7ik niey 13a mi?ng/e. me head is a a'&. me beak and w - , sare simple am.
Yet tfie rainbid has pawer as a symbol tbr fie Zunipeo;ole. The Zunis are one f n ' k of
fhe P&
p @ e s of ffrew m United States. m y five r n d y in a very dry a m of&
MemLV.
P . p s k u s e ihe people are oftenin n& of min, Uie minbrlid/jassurvived Br
cenluti& as one ofthe?hvon& gwll'efy des@ns.
Them y -of the rainbird d e n /ies 1;7 ttfe biangk of ffie body. As the t%?ng/e&ks
various hms, b?e bird it h'ifed a t di&rent angles.
.4 tilt ofthe M y mangie can mean #at Lhe bird ILc m//&g hr /sin, or that a Lfrhty bid
lies s ~ irom
k rQck of min. I..can mean &at a Mppy bird issaaked through vvitti rain. Oms h
the desgn rrpresent fsr-off rain, l,tkng Me stripes &om tfie sky.

Day 3 - Weather Forecasting

Objective: Children will learn how to predict and graph the weather for 5 days in order
to determine proper watering for their plants.
Learning: Standards: 1C.la, 1C.1f, 4.A.lc, 10B.l a
Materials: graphs, watering cans, crayons, The Kids Book o f Weather Forecastin~by
Kathleen, Mark & Friestad Breen.
Procedure: Children will listen to The Kids Book o f Weather Forecasting by Kathleen,
Mark & Friestad Breen. A group discussion on weather forecasting will
follow.
The children will be encouraged to watch weather forecasting on an
assigned T.V. Channel.
* Children will be divided in groups of 3 or 4 and assigned to watch a certain
T.V. News channel at night to see the weather forecast for the following
day.
Some groups will watch Channel 15 and some will watch Channel 3.
Children will watch their assigned news channel for a period of 5 days,
Children will first predict what the weatherman's forecast will be for the day
by placing the correct symbol on the attached graph for the day.
After all groups have made their predictions, a group discussion can take
place comparing everyone's thoughts.
The children will then watch their assigned news channel, find out the
correct forecast and place it on their graph the following day.
A discussion will then take place the following day, to determine if any
group's predictions matched the actual pattern that occurred.
Children will determine weather they will need to water our courtyard
flower garden, based on watching the forecast.

A follow-up activity might include a visit to Channel 15 or Channel 3 News
Station to see how the weather is predicted and the equipment used.

Evaluation: Class participation
FolIowing directions
Willingness to work in groups

Day 4 - Water and Your Body

Obiective: Children will learn the importance of water to ensure survival of the human
race.
Learning Standards: 4.A.la, 4.A.lb, 4.A.lc, 4.A.ld, 1.C.la. l.C.lf, 4.B.1 lb, 12.A.3~
Materials: Butcher paper, Crayons, Scissors, W h y Do We Need to Drink Water? By
Agela Royston
Procedure: Children will first discuss the importance of water to their bodies. We will
brainstorm and place ideas on chart paper. For example: Good for your
heart, lungs, etc.
Children will listen to Why Do We Need to Drink Water? By Agela
Royston
A group discussion will follow on the importance of water for our bodies.
Brainstorm sources of water for our bodies. For example: Drinking water,
Grapes, Watermelon, etc.
Children will then predict the amount of water our bodies are composed of.
place predictions on paper and place in a jar.
Students will work cooperatively in pairs within small groups to complete
this activity.
With one student lying on butcher paper spread on the floor, the other
student outlines hisher complete body with a crayon.
The partners reverse this procedure to complete activity.
Children then cut out the outlines of their bodies.
Children will then fold their outline body in half vertically.
Next they fold them horizontally into fifths, creating ten symmetrical parts
(see attached example).
Finally they color with blue any seven of the ten parts, representing the
7/10 of the human body that is made up of water.

Check predictions in jar to see if anyone came close to the correct amount.
Display bodies in hallway.
After group discussion of man's basic need for abundant, pure water, a
Field Trip to Aqua Illinois Water Treatment Facility would enhance their
learning and respect for water conservation and pollution control.
Evaluation: Cooperation in groups
Class participation

Dav 5 - Water Treatment Plant

Obiective: Children will be exposed to a water treatment facility to lean how drinking
Water is processed.

-

Learning Standard: Science 12E.1a, 22.C. 1,24.B.I
Language Arts - 3.B.lq 3.C.la
Materials: Sack Lunches, Water to Drink, Grapes to eat, Drinkinn Water by Mari C .
Schuh
i

Procedure: Children will begin their field trip with a picnic lunch near Lake Vermilion,
since Danville's drinking water originates fiom this source. Children will
have water and grapes to eat, since these are composed of water.
At the lake, discuss water sources and the importance to all living
organisms.
Travel to Aqua Illinois Water Treatment Center in Danville at 1300 W.
Fairchild Street.
Return to school and review the components of the tour.
Read Drinking Water by Mari C . Schuh. Direct a class discussion on the
similarities of the book, compared to the field trip.
Brainstorm ways to conserve water to improve and protect our water
sources,
Evaluation: Children will write a Thank You note to Aqua Illinois for providing the
tour.
Children will create a poster of ways to conserve water using a 3 or 4
person team approach.

WATER

Betty Dunn
ELE 5700-704
Global Wanning: Water Issues
Summer 2008

Water
Learning Objective: Students will demonstrate knowledge about water use, water waste, and water
conservation.
Illinois Kindergarten Learning standards: 1.B.U; 1.B.Kb; 5.A.K; 5.C.K; 6.B.Kb; 6.C.Ka; 6.C.Kb;
6.D.K; 7.A.Ka; 7.A.Kc; 7.B.Ka; 7.B.Kb; 7.C.K; 10. A.Ka; 10.A.Kb; 10. A.Kc; 10.B.K, 11.A.Ka; 1l.A.Kc;
11.A.Kd; 1l.B.Ka; 12.A.Ka; 12.B.K; 12.C.K
Grade Level: Kindergarten
Introduction: Many people in the United States don't realize how much water they use. Our modem
lifestyle makes it so easy to get. Most of us use at least 50 gallons per day. This includes only direct uses
that you do yourself, such as flushing the toilet, showering, bathing, drinking, washing dishes, and watering
the lawn. This number does not include indirect uses of water, such as water needed to make the energy you
use or the clothes you wear. If we added all those indirect uses, people in the United States use about 370
gallons of water per person per day.
A little less than 100 years ago people in our country had to cany all the water they used into their
houses or apartments. In the days before indoor plumbing, the average American used only about 5 gallons
of water per day. That's about the same as one toilet flush today. They were able to get by with so little
water by not dumping out water until it was too dirty to be used for anything else. A person might save their
laundry water to clean their floors. Sometimes a whole family would take turns using the same bathwater!
Many people around the world still have to carry their water into their houses every day.
Materials needed:
Props to demonstrate ways we use water
Water questions
Daily water use tally sheets and reflection questions (included at the end of the lesson plan)
Save Water 49 ways list for water conservation (included at the end of the lesson plan)
Pencil
Paper
I. Water Use Habits
a. Share the introduction information with the students and discuss the ways we use water, and
Use props to act out ways we use water.
b. Have students draw or write to answer the question: What are five ways you use water at home?
c. Divide students in small groups to share answers to the questions.
d. Have students draw or write the answer to the question: what are three ways you use water that
you could easily give up if you had to carry all of your water?
E. Have students draw or write the answer to the question: what are three water uses you would
least like to give up if you had to carry in all of your water?
f. Through the discussion students will become more aware of their water use habits and how
these habits might change ifthey had to carry all the water they used.

II. Water Use Tallv
a. With the help of an adult, have students use the daily water use tally sheets to keep track of their
water use for three days including one weekend day .
b. Include all water used for the three days: at school, at a friend's house or at a restaurant.
c. Students probably won't perform every task on the charts every day.
d. Have an adult help answer the reflection questions after completing the charts.
e. This activity is a great way to get the whole family involved in thinking about their water use,
and was adapted fiom Water Wise: Lessons in Water resources, 1989, by E.C. Moran and
M.E. Krasny.

III. Be Water -Wise Indoors and Outdoors
a. Brainstorm ways students may already be saving water.
b. Talk about the checklist and how it will help them learn lots of new ways to save water.
c. Students can start by making one of the Water-Wise ways a part of their daily routine.
d. They can then slowly begin to use more water saving tips by using the checklist.
e. Remind students that the birds, fish and other animals depend on us to take care of their water.
f It will make the students feel good to know they are helping the planet by doing their part to
conserve water.
Resources on the Web

Kerley, Barbara. A Cool Drink of Water, 2006

Synopsis
An Italian boy sips from a fountain in the town square. A hiker takes a refreshing drink
from a mountain stream. Black-robed women in India stride gracefully through a field
with brass water jugs balanced on their heads. Whether they squeeze it out of a burlap
bag, haul it home from a c o m m d tap, or get it out of their kitchen faucet, people all
around the world are unified by their common need for water. Barbara Kerley brings
home this point simply and eloquently in this beautiful and educational picture book that
combines striking National Geographic photographs with a poetic text to show how
people in various cultures use and conserve the world's most vital resource.
Locker, Thomas. Water Dance, 2002

Synopsis
Every page is breathtaking, worthy of framing, in this collection of oil paintings, thick
with color and mood. Tranquil and poetic, the narration consists of brief passages that

celebrate each body of water, flowing smoothly as a current over the pages. Seascapes
and landscapes appear dressed in rainbow and mist. At the conclusion of this treasure,
detailed information on the water cycle appears next to a miniature of each painting.
Wick, Walter. A Drop of Water, 1997

Synopsis
The most spectacular photographs ever created on the subject of water appear in this
unique science book by Walter Wick. The camera stops the action and magnifies it so that
all the amazing states of water can be observed - water as ice, rainbow, stream, frost, dew.
Readers can examine a drop of water as it falls from a faucet, see a drop of water as it
splashes on a hard surface, count the points of an actual snowflake, and contemplate how
drops of water form clouds.

Awrage Daily Wter Use Tally
Day 2:

(Day of the Week)

Total Times on Day 2

Kun faucet for 1 minute

, (waiting for water to get
hot or cold)
FilI a bathtub (about

5 inches of water)
Shower (5 minutes)

. . . ....................... . . . ... . ... ....... . ...... ...........

......................

................ ...

Run dishwasher
Wash a load of dishes by
hand (in a basin or plugged
sink without water running)
Wash a load of dishes by
hand (with watcr running)
Wash a car (water off while
soaping)
Wash a car (water on while
soaping)

1 Brush teeth with water running 1
Brush teeth with water off

I Wash hands
Drink water

/ Water lawn (20 minutes)
Total Day 2

Average Daily Water Use Tally
(Day of the Week)

Day 3:

Total Times on Day 3
Times on (add all your marks

(column C x

Gallons Used

I

i hand (in a basin or plugged
I

sink without water running)

1

11

Wash a load of dishes by

I

I

hand (with water running)

I

i

4

II
I
1

30

ii

I

Wash a car (water off while

1i

i

j

1

I

soaping)

1 Wdsh 1 large load of clothing j
1 Wash 1 small load of clothing
1 Brush teeth with water running 1

!

~

1 Brush teeth with water off

I

I

I Drink water
( Water lawn (20 minutes)

I

'

I

i

1

I

1
I

II

150

1

i

Total Day 3

Average Daib Water Use TallyReflection Questions

4. What water uses in your house were not
included in your water use tally?

1. Calculate your average daily water use
for the three days. (Add the three daily
totals together and divide by 3.)

2. Which activity required the most water?

5. How much does the water you use every
day weigh? (A gallon of water weighs 8
pounds, so multiply the answer from question 1 by 8.)

How would you like to have to carry that
much water into the house every day?

3. In which room of the house was the
most water used?

6. Was your average water use more or less
than the national average of 50 gallons per
person per day?
3 More

Less

If it was lower, congratulations! You already
practice some water-wise ways. If it was
higher, you'll learn sorne simple ways to
start conserving water in the third section
of this booklet. But first we're going to
learn more about sorne ways that people
waste water.
Adapted from "Water Wisr: Lessons in Water' Resources, "by E. C.
Moran and N ; k,'. Krasr~,y,published by Cor'nell Cooperative
Extension, 1989.

Save Water 49 Wavs / Indoors / Outdoors 1 Savin Tips

Create an awareness of the need for water conservation among your
children. Avoid the purchase of recreational water toys which require a
constant stream of water.
Be aware of and follow all water conservation and water shortage rules and
restrictions which may be in effect in your area.
Encourage your employer to promote water conservation at the workplace.
Suggest that water conservation be put in the employee orientation
manual and training program.
Patronize businesses which practice and promote water conservation.
Report all significant water losses (broken pipes, open hydrants, errant
sprinklers, abandoned fi-ee-flowingwells, etc.) to the property owner,
local authorities or your Water Management District.
Encourage your school system and local government to help develop and
promote a water conservation ethic among children and adults.
Support projects that will lead to an increased use of reclaimed waste water
for irrigation and other uses.
Support efforts and programs to create a concern for water conservation
among tourists and visitors to our state. Make sure your visitors
understand the need for, and benefits of, water conservation.
Encourage your fi-iendsand neighbors to be part of a water conscious
community. Promote water conservation in community newsletters, on
bulletin boards and by example.
Conserve water because it is the right thing to do. Don't waste water just
because someone else is footing the bill such as when you are staying at
a hotel.
Try to do one thing each day that will result in a savings of water. Don't
worry if the savings is minimal. Every drop counts. And every person
can make a difference. So tell your fiiends, neighbors and co-workers to
" T m it Off' and "Keep it Off '.

Never put water down the drain when there may be another use for it
such as watering a plant or garden, or cleaning.
Verify that your home is leak-free, because many homes have hidden
water leaks. Read your water meter before and after a two-hour
period when no water is being used. If the meter does not read
exactly the same, there is a leak.
Repair dripping faucets by replacing washers. If your faucet is
dripping at the rate of one drop per second, you can expect to
waste 2,700 gallons per year which will add to the cost of water
and sewer utilities, or strain your septic system.
Check for toilet tank leaks by adding food coloring to the tank. If the
toilet is leaking, color will appear within 30 minutes. Check the
toilet for worn out, corroded or bent parts. Most replacement
parts are inexpensive, readily available and easily installed.
(Flush as soon as test is done, since food coloring may stain

tank-)
Avoid flushing the toilet unnecessarily. Dispose of tissues, insects
and other such waste in the trash rather than the toilet.
Take shorter showers. Replace you showerhead with an ultra-lowflow version. Some units are available that allow you to cut off
the flow without adjusting the water temperature knobs.
Use the minimum amount of water needed for a bath by closing the
drain first and filling the tub only 113 full. Stopper tub before
turning water. The initial burst of cold water can be warmed by
adding hot water later.
Don't let water run while shaving or washing your face. Brush your
teeth first while waiting for water to get hot, then wash or shave
after filling the basin.
Retrofit all wasteful household faucets by installing aerators with
flow restrictors.
Operate automatic dishwashers and clothes washers only when they
-are fully loaded or properly set the water level for the size of load
you are using.
When washing dishes by hand, fill one sink or basin with soapy
water. Quickly rinse under a slow-moving stream fiom the
faucet.
Store drinking water in the refrigerator rather than letting the tap run
every time you want a cool glass of water.
Do not use running water to thaw meat or other frozen foods. Defrost
food overnight in the refrigerator or by using the defrost setting
on your microwave.
Kitchen sink disposals require lots of water to operate properly. Start
a compost pile as an alternate method of disposing food waste
instead of using a garbage disposal. Garbage disposals also can
add 50% to the volume of solids in a septic tank which can lead
to malhctions and maintenance problems.
Consider installing an instant water heater on your kitchen sink so
vnii

dnn't have tn let the water nin while it heat9 im Thic will

Don't over water your lawn. As a general rule, lawns only need watering every 5
to 7 days in the summer and every 10 to 14 days in the winter. A hearty rain
eliminates the need for watering for as long as two weeks. Plant it smart,
Xeriscape. Xeriscape landscaping is a great way to design, install and
maintain both your plantings and irrigation system that will save you time,
money and water. For your free copy of "Plant it Smart," an easy-to-use guide
to Xeriscape landscaping, contact your Water Management District.
Water lawns during the early morning hours when temperatures and wind speed
are the lowest. This reduces losses from evaporation.
Don't water your street, driveway or sidewalk. Position your sprinklers so that
your water lands on the lawn and shrubs ...not the paved areas.
Install sprinklers that are the most water-efficient for each use. Micro and drip
irrigation and soaker hoses are examples of water-efficient methods of
irrigation.
Regularly check sprinkler systems and timing devices to be sure they are
operating properly. It is now the law that "anyone who purchases and installs
an automatic lawn sprinkler system MUST install a rain sensor device or
switch which will override the irrigation cycle of the sprinkler system when
adequate rainfall has occurred." To retrofit your existing system, contact an
irrigation professional for more information.
Raise the lawn mower blade to at least three inches. A lawn cut higher
encourages grass roots to grow deeper, shades the root system and holds soil
moisture better than a closely-clipped lawn.
Avoid over fertilizing your lawn. The application of fertilizers increases the need
for water. Apply fertilizers which contain slow-release, water-insoluble
forms of nitrogen.
Mulch to retain moisture in the soil. Mulching also helps to control weeds that
compete with pants for water.
Plant native andfordrought-tolerant grasses, ground covers, shrubs and trees.
Once established, they do not need to be watered as frequently and they
usually will survive a dry period without any watering. Group plans together
based on similar water needs.
Do not hose down your driveway or sidewalk. Use a broom to clean leaves and
other debris from these areas. Using a hose to clean a driveway can waste
hundreds of gallons of water.
Outfit your hose with a shut-off nozzle which can be adjusted down to fine spray
so that water flows only as needed. When finished, "Turn it Off at the faucet
instead of at the nozzle to avoid leaks.
Use hose washers between spigots and water hoses to eliminate leaks.
Do not leave sprinklers or hoses unattended. Your garden hoses can pour out 600
gallons or more in only a few hours, so don't leave the sprinkler miming all
day. Use a kitchen timer to remind yourself to turn it off.
Check all hoses, connectors and spigots regularly.
Consider using a commercial car wash that recycles water. If you wash your own
car, park on the grass to do so.
Avoid the installation of ornamental water features (such as fountains) d e s s the
water is recycled. Locate where there are mineral losses due to evaporation
nnd wind drift

I

GLOBAL
WARMING:
WATER ISSUES

I

Lesson Plan - Water Uses and Conservation
Grade Level - Kindergarten - 2ndgrade
Jennifer Hunt
Earth Partners Class - ELE 5700-704 - Global Warming: Water Issues
Learning Objective: Students will explore the ways in which they use water, how much water
they use in a day and the importance of conserving water in their every day lives.
Illinois learn in^ Standards: 1 .B.Ka, 1.B.Kb, 1.C.Ka, 1.C.Kb, 3.C.K, 4.A.Ka, 4.A.Kb, 4.A.Kc,
5.A.K, 5.B.K, 5.C.K, 6.D.K, 8.B.K, lO.A.Ka, lO.A.Kb, lO.A.Kc, 10.B.K, ll.A.Kb, ll.A.Kc,
ll.A.Kd, 12.B.K, 12.E.Kc, 13.B.Ka, 13.B.Kc, 13.B.Ke
Materials Needed:
1 clear cup
water
objects to demonstrate the uses of water
For example:
a glass
bathing suit
toothbrush
a dish
bar of soap
a toy fish
chart paper
marker

box to hold the objects
plastic 1 gallon milk jug
water surveys
pencils
crayons
conservation recording sheets
water uses and amounts sheet
Why Should I Save Water? book

j

Introduction: Water is an essential resource to all living things. Living things need water to
survive. We use water every day in a variety of ways, such as drinking and cleaning. Many
people in our country consume water on average at the rate of at least 50 gallons a day. There are
many, easy ways people can decrease their water usage and therefore conserve our water supply.
Activitv Outline (Procedure):
I. Day 1: Water Uses:
a. Hold up a glass of water for the students to observe. Ask them what they
believe is in the glass. The students will announce that it is water in the glass.
Ask them what they know about water. For example, what does it look like?,
taste like?, feel like? Why is water important to all living things? It is
important because our bodies need it to live. It is also important to us because
we use water in many parts of our lives. Tell the students that today we will
be learning about all the ways we use water.
b. Get out the box of objects that show various ways to use water. Hang up the
chart paper on the board. Label the chart paper Water Uses with the marker.
During this part of the lesson, the students will come up and get the various
objects out of the box. They will hold up the object and guess what use of
water the object is demonstrating. If they feel comfortable they will act out
that use of water. If they do not feel comfortable, you will act out the use of
water for the students. After each object is taken out of the box, lay it on the

floor or table for the students to see. Write that use of water on the chart
paper on the board. When all the objects are taken out of the box, have the
students look back at the objects and the list of water uses on the chart paper.
Go through the list of water uses with the students. Ask students if they have
a water use that is not on our list. If they do, add their water use to the list.
Tell the students that as they can see we use water in many ways and therefore
it is really important to us.
c. Next, you will pass out the water surveys to the students. You will tell the
students that today they learned about all the ways they can use water and now
they will take home the water surveys to keep track of the ways they use water
at their homes. Explain to them that their parents will help them to complete
the surveys. They will be putting a tally mark on their sheets each time they
use water at home. Let them know that they will keep track of their water
usage that evening in five different areas and return the surveys the next day.
II. Dav 2: Water Suwevs
a. Review with the students the different ways we use water fiom yesterday.
b. Ask the students to get their water surveys that they completed last night.
c. Review with the students how to count the tally marks on their sheets.
d. Next, discuss with the students their surveys. Which kind of water usage did
their families do the most and the least? How many tally marks did students
have for each kind of water use? What would make certain students have
more tally marks than other students?(bigger family, etc.).
e. Tell the students that they can see fi-om the surveys how many times in one
evening a family uses water. Can you think of how many times in one whole
day a family would use water? Have the students begin thinking about their
water usage.
f. Explain that each time a member of their family uses water a certain amount
of water is being used. People measure the amount of water consumed using
gallons. This is a gallon. Show the students the plastic milk jug. Let's look
at how much water is used in the activities on our water surveys. Get the
water uses and amounts sheet. Go through the activities on the surveys
telling the students how many gallons (jugs) of water is consumed for each
activity.
Discuss
with the students that as they could see fiom the lesson today that
g.
people use a lot of water each day. Explain to them that tomorrow they will
learn about ways in which they can use less water every day.
111. Dav 3: Consewation of Water
a. Tell the students that yesterday we saw how much water each of us uses in
one day. Today we are going to learn about ways in which we can conserve
or not waste the water we have. Let them know that there is a limited supply
of clean water in the world and that it is our responsibility to take care to not
waste the water we have.
b. Read the book Whv Should I Save Water? to the students to get them
thinking about ways that they can save water.
c. After reading the story, have the students brainstorm ideas fiom the story

d.
e.
f.
g.

and fiom their own ideas about ways to save water. Write down on chart
paper their ideas.
Next, give each student a piece of paper with the words I can save water by
. at the bottom. Have each student draw
and
and write about two ways they are going to try to save water at home.
After the students have finished their pictures, have the students share their
ideas with the class.
Tell the students that they have come up with wonderful ideas on saving
water. Explain to them that they can start saving water tonight.
Put the pictures into a class book on conserving water. This book the
students will be able to look at throughout the year and remember how they
can save water in their lives.

Evaluation: Students actively participated in three discussions on water uses and usage and on
the conservation of water. They were able to identifl at least two ways in which they use and
conserve water in their lives. They demonstrated a better understanding about the significance of
water in their lives and the importance of conserving.
Resources on the Web:

Base, Graeme.

Summary:

Burnham, Kay.

Water Hole, 2004

In the tradition of his best-selling alphabet book, Animalia, author and
illustrator Graeme Base takes young readers on an exhilaratingjourney of
discovery with an ingenious fusion of counting book, puzzle book,
storybook, and art book. From the plains of Africa and the jungles of the
Amazon to the woodlands of North America and the deserts of outback
Australia, the animals come together to drink fiom the water hole. But
their water supply is diminishing. What's going on? Each sumptuous
landscape illustration conceals hidden animal pictures for readers to find
as they count the animals that visit the water hole and try to solve the
mystery: will the animals come back or is their water source gone forever?
Save Water, 2007

Summw:
In many parts of the world, the supply of clean, safe drinking water is

running low. This important book explores where the water we use comes
from, how water can become polluted, and why we should save water. Tips
on saving water at home and at school encourage kids to think about
conservation and caring for our environment.

Fix, Alexandra.

'-q:

Water 2007

-9

Read 'Water' to learn about the importance of water in our lives. Discover
how water gets from lakes and rivers to our homes, and where water goes
once it is poured down the drain. Learn what happens when water is
wasted, and ways to reduce your own water waste.

Jen Green, Wendy. Whv Should I Save Water?, 2005
'-ary:

Nelson, Robin.
Summary:

Wines, Jacquie.

'-w:

Children learn that clean water is one of our most precious natural
resources. In this book, boys and girls are told about dozens of ways in
which they and their families can avoid wasting water. Part of every child's
development involves asking questions. Today, some of the most
important questions kids ask are related to the natural environment. The
enlightening and entertaining four-book Why Should I?series
demonstrates the importance of protecting nature. Books present brief,
entertaining stories that answer children's questions and feature amusing
color illustrations on every page. A note at the back of each book is for
parents and teachers, suggesting ways to use these books most effectively.
We Use Water, 2003
Summarizes different uses of water. Color photographs reflect the short,
easy-to-understand sentences that improve vocabulary and comprehension.
You Can Save The Planet: 50 Wavs You Can Make A Difference,
2008

This book is a call to action for children everywhere. The effects of
pollution, global warming, and the destruction of our planet have never
been so visible or measurable. The book introduces and explains massive
global problems that need to be addressed now.
It's packed full of 50 useful things kids can do to make their homes,
schools, and neighborhoods more environmentally friendly.

A Water Survey 1 Scholastic.com

A Water Survey

E

very day, people in the United States use an average of 70 gallons of water each. Ask
students to find out how much water each person in their family uses?Students should
think of a way t o measure each kind of water use listed and have family members complete
the chart to show water use. (Use the back of the paper for more space.) When students
bring in their completed charts, start a discussion about ways they can think of to conserve
water for each category.

TM @J & O 2008-1996Scholastic Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Unit 300 1 Lesson 1 [ Handout 1

Lesson I: Water--Where Has It Gone?: EaPeh Day (6th)
Handout 1
Water Uses and Amounk

Water Uses and Amounts
Directions: Use this list to get a reasonable estimate of the amount of water used
for each of the following activities.

'114 gallon per minute
Washing Hands
30 gallons per 10 minutes
Showering
40 gallons
Bath
1-2 gallons
Brushing teeth
20 gallons
Washing a car
3.5 to 5 gallonsluse, (low flow toilets I.6 gallons)
Flushing a toilet
Washing dishes w l water running 20 gallons
10 gallons
Washing dishes W
dishwasher
I
30 gallons per load
Laundry
112 gallon per day
Drinking Water
240 gallons (30 minutes)
Watering lawn

How Much Water Does It Bake?
1. It takes 4,000 gallons of water to generate enough electricity to light a 100-watt light
bulb for 10 hours.

2. To produce the newsprint that newspapers use each day, it takes 300 million gallons
of water.
3. To produce one gallon of milk, a cow must consume four gallons of water.
4. Eight gallons of water are needed to grow one tomato.

i

Please note: The above examples are used to illustrate the amount of water needed to
produce some everyday things.

GLACIERS

Overall Objectives: Explain how glaciers formed and
changed the earth. Explain how glaciers moved in the
past and how i t affects u s today. Explore soil's benefits
depending on what it is comprised of and how it was
formed. Demonstrate how we are dependent on good
quality soil and water. Demonstrate the water cycle.
Become more aware of various methods to conserve soil
and water.

GLAClERS
Timeframe: Three t o four days
Activities: In this set of lessons we will explore glaciers,
soil and water, as well as the relationship among them. 1
will have the students d o an experiment involving the
movement of a glaciers and t h e method it uses to
scratch and move rocks, as well as show the .flow of a
glacier.

Representing the glaciers in t h e first exploration, there
will be two "ice cubes". One is made out of water and
sand, and the other is a regular ice cube. Both cubes
will be rubbed over a piece of foil, as well as a piece of
wood. Observations will be made and recorded.
In the second exploration the glacier will be made out
of a cornstarch mixture. They will use this mixture t o
demonstrate how the flow of a glacier will move. What
it can move and what it can leave behind.

\

The students will eventually attempt to come u p with
the definition of glacial ice flow. 1 will introduce
vocabulary that is pertinent t o glaciers (erratic,
outwashed plains, terminus, etc.). We would then get
into a discussion of glaciations during the ice Age, where
it took place and how it affects us in Champaign County.

Materials: Regular ice cube, sand ice cube, aluminum
foil, cornstarch mixture, waxed paper, spoon, ruler,
mixture of sand, soil and clay, goggles.
Additional activities (optional) to be used with the Social
Studies teacher when teaching Illinois: Make a sand
model of the state of illinois, plot out where the
Mahomet Aquifer ends up. Discuss and show on sand

map how long ago it was that ancient Mississippi was a
part of Illinois landscape, and what made i t change
locations. Discuss and show on sand m a p how the state
of Illinois is the headwaters for five rivers.
Possible fieldtrip: Go to Moraine View State Park and
observe the glacial features.
hssessment: In a written paragraph each student
should be able to explain how a mass of ice moving
across the land would change it and why, give examples.
In a second ~ a r a g r a p hdescribe what would happen
when a real glacier moves over rocks and boulders and
why, give examples and use new vocabulary terms.

Next w e will move into a discussion of the composition
of soil, including the five important ingredients that
make i t up. The students will learn that there are as
many a s 650 different kinds of soil in Illinois. They will
also be told that the state soil is called Drummond. W e
also will examine t h e more generic samples that are
found around o u r school (clay, sand, backyard). This
(

1

will lead into an activity that demonstrates the
properties of the samples of soil. In another
exploration, we will also find out if water has a different
affect on each type of soil by doing a flow test.
Timeframe: Three t o four days

Activities: Using three different samples of soil, describe

properties using a magnifying glass. Sort the samples by
pieces of rock and pieces of plant and animal material,
color, size, etc. Place the 15 drops of water on each
sample. Which sample absorbed the most water, the
least?
\

Then the next exploration would use two of the previous
samples (clay and sand). Put the same amount of soil in
each funnel, the bottom will be protected by a piece of
screen. Pour the same amount of water in each one and
time how long i t takes for the water t o flow through.

This would lead into a discussion of why soil is
important, and why we need t o protect it. Flowing from
that discussion would be the ways soil can be managed
by farmers, runoff, fertilizer, etc. with a demonstration

of the way water flows during a flood, heavy rain, etc. 1
would then show the video "Lines of the Land".

Additional discussion topics: The article in "NewsGazette" July 21, 2008 on floodwaters t o widen dead
zone in gulf.
Materials: Three types of soils, newspaper, magnifying
glass, water, eye dropper, two top third of a 2 liter
bottle, screen, timer, two measuring cups. Video "Lines
of the Land", two cut open one quart wax milk cartons
with the sides cut OK two trays with sides, , 1 liter of
water, equal amounts of sand and regular backyard soil,
a copy of News-Gazette article, as well as the wetlands
video from last year.
Assessment: Worksheet-choice for either basic o r
advanced learners. Other choice is t o make a bar graph
that shows the amount of water that travels through the
two kinds of soilltime. Relate the graph t o size of
particles and permeability. Extrapolate which kind of
soil would be best t o grow plants. Think back t o the
floods of the summer. What kind of soil would work
best in rainy areas? How would runoff during a flood,
or overuse of fertilizers have an effect on the soil?
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ASSESMENT WORKSHEET
SOlL

1. What is the main reason a farmer would use a

buffer strip?
2. What kinds of things can

be lost if buffer strips are

not used?

3. How do buffer strips work?

4. What are some of the ways a farmer can till his soil
to prevent erosion? Draw a picture of three
different ways.

5. What kinds of plants can a farmer use in his buffer
strip?

WATER
Start the discussion with the topic of fresh water.
Relate how much is available as fresh water and why
we call i t a renewable, limited resource. Remind
students of the information on glaciers. (The
glaciers have twice as much water stored in them as
opposed to the soil and groundwater. But as of now
they are in the frozen state and the water is
unavailable for use). Then go into the discussion of
groundwater includiilg facts such as: h here is 20
times more groundwater than all of the water in
lakes and rivers. 117 million people in this country
use groundwater for drinking water. How long it
takes for the Mahomet Aquifer t o recharge (ln/year).
We could be dewatering the Mahomet Aquifer very
soon). Continue by discussing the water cycle and
watersheds. Finally discuss how to conserve water:
(Turn off water when brushing your teeth, quick
showers, t u r n off water as you are lathering u p your
hands, flush toilet only when you need to, tell
parents about any leaky faucets, collect rainwater for
plants).

~ i m e f r a m e Five
:
t o six days
Materials: 2 liter

bottle with t o p cut

different
sediments such as fine sand, coarse sand, and small
gravel, modeling clay, spray bottle, p u m p dispenser
from a soap bottle, coffee filter, firm straw, food
coloring, sponge cake cut in layers about one inch
thick, M&M's, peanut brittle, dark chocolate frosting,
green frosting, gummy worms, pipe cleaners, various
colored beads (yellow, clear, silver, sparkling clear,
white, black, dark blue, sparkling blue, brown,
green).
0%

Activities: Make a groundwater model to

demonstrate how groundwater can change
depending on conditions. Relate it back t o the
various types of soil/rocks. Also make an edible
groundwater model. Make a watercycle bead
bracelet. Color and fill out the watershed
worksheet. Possible guest speaker form the Soil and
Water District.

Assesment: Relate to a younger student the
watercycle, using your bracelet. Answer the
question about what happens in the watercycle on a
quiz using your watercycle bracelet, taking each
bead off and transferring it t o another bracelet.
Write a paragraph explaining how the watershed
can affect any other water that is used in t h e
community. Discuss in another paragraph how
erosion/deposition can affect the shape of the land
and the shape of the watershed over time.
Resources: T h e Water Connection", "Share the
Water", 'The Living Waters", National Association of
Conservation Districts. "Discover Groundwater and
Springs", Perrier Group of America, "Buffer Strips
for Water Quality", University of lllinois Cooperative
Extension Service., McGraw-Hill Science 4thGrade
Science book.

ILLINOIS1
CORN/
SOYBEANS1
WATER

Lesson Plan for Water Issues and Conservation Measures
Earth Partners
2ndGrade
St. Matthew School
Illinois/Com/Soybeans/Water

State Goals
State Goal 1 Read with understanding and fluency.
1.B.l a Establish purposes for reading, make predictions, connect important
ideas, and link text to previous experiences and knowledge.
1.B. l b Identify genres of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and electronic literary
forms.
1.B. 1c Continuously check and clarify for understanding.
1.B 1.d Read age appropriate material aloud with fluency and accuracy.
State Goal 2: Read and understand literature representative of various
societies, eras, and ideas.
2.A. 1a Identify the literary elements of theme, setting, plot, and character
within literary works.
State Goal 4: Listen and speak effectively in a variety of situations.
4.A. l a Listen attentively by facing the speaker, making eye contact and
paraphrasing what is said.
4.B. l a Present brief oral reports, using language and vocabulary appropriate
to the message and audience.
State Goal 11 Understand the process of scientific inquiry and technological
design to investigate questions, conduct experiments and solve problems.
11.A. 1.a Describe an observed event
11.A. 1.c Collect data for investigations using measuring instruments and
technologies.
11.A. 1.e Arrange data into logical patterns and describe the patterns
State Goal 12: Understand the fundamental concepts, principles and
interconnections of the life, physical and earthlspace sciences.

12.E.1a Identifl components and describe diverse features of the Earth's
land, water, and atmospheric systems.
State Goal 13: Understand the relationships among science, technology and
society in historical and contemporary contexts.
13.A. 1a Use basic safety practices.
13.A. 1c Explain how knowledge can be gained by carehl observations.
State Goal 15: Understand economic systems, with an emphasis on the
United States.
15.A. 1a Identify advantages and disadvantages of different ways to
distribute goods and services.
15.B. 1b Describe how wageslsalaries can be earned in exchange for work.
15.C.la Describe how human, natural and capital resources are used to
produce goods and services.

Materials:
Poster of soybean plant
For Beanie Babies:
Soil moist
Soy Beans
Ground Water Poster
AG Mag Soybean
AG Mag Corn
AG Mag Illinois
Tootsie Rolls/Nutrition Labels
Pipe Cleaners/yellow/green/dark bluelsparkling bluelsilverlclearlsparkling
clear/white/black/brown beads for water cycle bracelet
Materials for a Tassel to Table Chain www,a~intheclassroom.org
Blue cellophane, cotton balls, brown paper bags, and markers for Water
Cycle Poster
Various Nutrition Labels from a variety of products
Tootsie Rolls and Tootsie Roll Nutrition Label

Books: Enough copies of each for a small group
McGraw HillIThe World's Plants Are In Danger
Oh, Say Can you Seed by Bonnie Worth
Water Dance by Thomas Locker
From Corn to Cereal by Roberta Base1
Plant Plumbing: A Book about Roots and Stems by Susan Blackaby
The Super Soybean by Raymond Bial
L is for Lincoln: An Illinois Alphabet by Kathy-jo Wargin

Websites to be used:
http://ww.theteacherscomer.net/thematicunits/poster.htm

http://ww. kidzone.ws/WATERI

This lessonlunit will take approximately two weeks to complete. It will
combine the St. Matthew reading, science, and social studies curriculum.
At the beginning of the year the St. Matthew Second grade studies the State
of Illinois/producers/consumers/farmto factory activity and my objective is
to combine the study of Illinois with a unit on water fi-om our science
curriculum. I will also combine elements of reading into our study of water
and Illinois.
Day One:
Introduce parts of plant using Plant Plumbing
Plant Beanie Babies-the children will spend a few minutes each
day illustrating how or if their plant has changed. The Beanie Babies will be
put in various parts of our classroom, some will be given water, some will
not.

Day Two: Record any changes in our Beanie Babies
Read Water Dance by Thomas Locker and explore and discuss the
benefits of water, properties of water, quality of water etc.
Key Vocabulary
Water cycle
Evaporation
Condensation
Precipitation

Day Three: Continuation of Day 2
Water Cycle Activity from
http://teachingtoday.p;lencoe.com/lessonplans/the-water-c~cle
-

Day Four: Planting of corn seedsltour of the St. Matthew garden
The corn seeds are for next week's discussion of Illinois.

During the course of the school year, I divide my classroom into four groups
of all varying levels and these are the groups I use for reading instruction.
The activities in the group are written for that child's particular level. An
effort is made to have the activities look alike or at least similar. In addition
to a brief lecture time I am going to try incorporating this concept during our
Science/Social Studies times. I am hoping that by doing this that the
activities each child will be working on will be more on hisker reading level
and perhaps reduce hstration with activities that might be too difficult.
Groups will be rotated throughout the week and each group will have an
opportunity to complete each activity.
**Group A-This group will be working on making a water cycle poster
using various art mediums.
http://www.theteacherscomer.net/thematicunits/poster.htm
Group B-This group will be making a water cycle bracelet using beads and
pipe cleaners. Using the beads the children will later be expected to retell
the story of the water cycle.
Group C-Reading Book Reports. With the assistance of the classroom aide
this group will be listening and following along to a book entitled Oh, Say
Can You Seed. They will then be assigned a particular portion of that book
to illustrate and write about. Each group will receive a different book fiom
the above book list and by the end of the time we will have four different
books published and in our classroom reading center.
For Example:
Author/Illustrator will design a new cover for this book.
Another child will draw and label all the different parts of a plant found in
this book.
Another child will draw a picture of the problem and solution in this story.
Helshe will also write a complete sentence about the problem and solution.
Another child will write a d.iff:erentending to the story and write several
sentences about hisker story.
/

Another child will draw a picture of hislher favorite part of the book and
write about why it is hisker favorite.

**Group D-Reader's Theater Script-Water Cycle Reader's Theater
http://teachers.net/lessons/posts/400.html
The children will be assigned a part for the play and they will practice
reading their part with expression. They may come up with some arm
movements, etc. and simple scenery found in the classroom. They will also
be highlighting any facts they might find in the story. At the end of our
session-these children will perform their play for the rest of the class. Parts
will be assigned according to each child's reading ability.
These groups will be rotated throughout the week until each child has had a
chance to accomplish each task. **I will divide my time between these two
groups while my aide is responsible for keeping the other two groups on
task.

During the second week of this unit, we will begin the study of the State of
Illinois while continuing to monitor the growth of our corn seeds. The
children will be working on a coloring book of the various symbols of the
state of Illinois. We will also be learning the following vocabulary words in
the context of a farm:
Producer
Consumer
Goods
Services
Needs
Wants
Using our Social Studies textbooklthe Corn to Cereal book, photoslpictures,
etc. We will follow the corn seed from planting to the factory. Nutrition
LabelsITootsie Rolls/Tootsie Roll Nutrition Label
Group A This group will be working on the Tassel to Factory Activity
www.agintheclassroom.org

Group B. This group will be working on their Illinois Symbol Coloring
Book
Group C. This group will be working on an Illinois Alphabet Book. Each
child will be given a letter of the alphabet. The child will then choose
something that begins with that letter from Illinois/illustrate itlwrite a
sentence about it. After the entries are completed we will bind the book and
it will be used for our Traveling Book Bag program. This bag and book
goes home each evening with a different child. After reading the book the
child and the parent write about their reaction to this book in a notebo'ok that
is provided. The child then reads his reaction along with his parent's
reaction during our Second Grade Meeting time.

Group D. Writing Prompt Again this will vary according to the child but
may include:
Why are farming and /or farmers important to us? Be sure to give examples.
Or
Describe one thing in farming that you learnedlenjoyed Be sure to give
many details about what you learned or enjoyed.
Or
A Poem
Farmers
I love farmers.
Farmers feel
Farmers smell
Farmers taste
Farmers see

I love farmers.

CULMINATING ACTIVITY:
After we complete our unit on Illinois, the children will be asked to design
their own cereal box. They will be expected to include a nutrition label of
their cereal. Each cereal box will be expected to include a catchy slogan,
clever name, and a gimmick to capture our interest-prize game, nutrional
item, etc. After the children present their boxes to the class the cereal boxes
will be on display for the entire school to see. Rubric for grading attached.

Rubric Made Using:
RubiStar ( http:llrubistar.4teachers.org )

Designing A New Cereal Box
Teacher Name: Meade
Student Name:

game, puzzle, prize

LESSONS ON
WATERSHEDS

Kris Kennedy
Sangamon Elementary

LESSON ON WATERSI-IEDS
Grade level: 2
Objectives:
Teachers will:
Help students understand what a water shed is
Perform a simple watershed experiment
Explain what it means to examine your surroundings
Show students a relief map, a river map, an elevation map and a map of the watersheds of Illinois
Identifjr the local watersheds in Central Illinois
Ask students to identify 3 different watersheds on a handout.
Students will:
Examine their surroundings,
Define what a watershed is,
Using a relief map, locate a watershed
Perform an experiment showing how watersheds work
Discuss what local, regional, and national watersheds are
Illinois Learning Standards: 3.C. la; 4.A. la; 5.A. lb; 11.Ala; 11.Alf;, 12.D.lb; 12.E.la; 12.E.lb;
13.Alc; 15.C.lb; 16.E.l(US); 17.A.la; 17.B.lb; 17.C.lb
Introduction or Background:
Today we are going to talk about Watersheds. The simple definition: It's the area of land that catches
rain and snow and drains or seeps into a marsh, stream, river, lake or groundwater. Most small
watersheds contribute to larger watersheds. Water moves through the watershed as part of the water
cycle. To keep water clean or to make sure there is plenty to drink, we need to understand where water
comes &om and how and where it flows. A healthy watershed is no accident; we need to protect these
resources carefully. One way to know if a watershed is healthy is by the amount of plants and animals.
Teacher will explain "You're sitting in a watershed now. Homes, farms, ranches, forests, small towns,
big cities and more can make up water sheds. Some cross country, state, and even international borders.
Watersheds come in all shapes and sizes. Some are millions of square miles, while others are just a few
acres. Just as creeks drain into rivers, watersheds are nearly always part of a larger watershed. Large
watersheds are often called basins and contain many smaller watersheds. " Using the maps teacher will
show class the highest point in Illinois and the rivers and watersheds in the state of Illinois.

A WATERSHED IS LAND WHERE WATER DRAINS TO THE S A M E PLACE.
WHEN RAIN FALLS, IT M O V E S THROUGH A WATERSHED.

DRAIN INTO E V E N BIGGER BODIES OF WATER LIKE LAKES AND OCEANS.

THIS PICTURE SHOWS THREE WATERSHEDS OF DIFFERENT SIZES. THE SMALLER WATERSHEDS
ARE PART OF THE LARGER ONES. THEY ARE ALL CONNECTED. FIND THE THREE WATERSHEDS
IN THIS PICTURE. WHICH ONE IS SMALLEST? WHICH ONE I S BIGGEST? COLOR THE PICTURE.

IN A WATERSHED THAT I

Using a small map, teacher will show the students a high point or "divide7' of the watershed. A
watershed divide is the ridgeline that separates watersheds. Teacher will explain to the students which
way the water travels. Teacher will also explain that a watershed can be large, for example, the
Mississippi River drainage base, or very small, such as the 40 acres that drain to a farm pond.
Materials:
Relief map
Water container (10 gallon aquarium would allow most students to view)
Spray bottle with water
Newspaper
Plastic sheet
* waterproof magic markers
Monopoly or small houses
Handout for students to identifl watersheds
Activity 1:
Today we are going to do an experiment of what a water shed is and then I want you to go home and see

if you can identifl a watershed.
Procedure:

1. Teacher will ask several students to crumple 3 sheets of newspaper and place them in the aquarium.
Teacher will drape the plastic sheet over the paper, fitting it between the three pieces to form two valleys
with a ridge in the middle. Next tape the plastic to the walls of the aquarium to prevent water from
running down the sides. Teacher needs to make sure that water will generally flow towards the valleys
\,
\

and the front side of the aquarium. The model should have 3 hills and two valleys.

2. Teacher will ask the students what they think will happen when it "rains". Teacher will then ask
some of the students to draw a river channel with the waterproof markers through the valleys on the
plastic sheet. Teacher will also ask some students to place a few houses alongside the river and to color
in a lake where they think the water will pool.
3. Teacher will ask a student to spray water into one half of the aquarium so that only one of the two

watersheds gets wet. Teacher will point out how the water runs off the high points and forms a stream
in the valley. This is how rain and melted snow run off the land. All of the land that drains into a
stream is called a watershed. Teacher will ask students to think of a steam in town and talk about where
the water comes fkom that feeds that stream.
4. Teacher will point out how rapidly the water travels over the plastic surface. Ask students what they

think the plastic would represent in real life (sidewalks, roads, and parking lots - covered by
impenetrable materials such as asphalt, concrete, brick, and stone. These materials seal surfaces, repel
water and prevent precipitation and meltwater &om infiltrating soils). Can also do this activity showing
the students what other kinds of surfaces exist where land is not paved over (grass, forest, dirt, rock,
\J

marshes etc.)
Activity 2:
Materials:
Aquarium
spray bottle
a few apple size rocks
sand, gravel, soil
plasticene or clay
Procedure:
1. Using the same aquarium teacher will ask students to place the rocks in a heap at both ends of the

aquarium. Put gravel around the rocks, and spread them out so that they slope down hill toward the
middle of the tank. Place a layer of sand over the gravel, also sloping toward the middle. On one side
of the tank, pack soil on top of the sand. On the other side, cover some of the sand with a thin layer of
clay or plasticene.
!
'
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2. Teacher will ask students what they think will happen when it rains. How will rain affect this

landscape compared to the experiment before where the water was on pavement such as sidewalks,

driveways or parking lots that are covered with concrete or asphalt? Teacher will ask a student to spray
water into the tank and the class will watch how some of the water will run over the surface and some of
it will sink in. The teacher will explain that the water that stays on top is called surface water and that is
what forms steams, rivers, ponds, oceans and lakes.
3. As the student continues to spray the water, the teacher will explain that and it accumulates (fills in)

the air spaces between the gravel and sand at the bottom of the tank, this body of water is called an
aquifer. Teacher will explain that they will learn about the Mahomet Aquifer next week.

Activity 3:
Discussion:
1. Think about what kinds of things you do that use water? Two examples would be: watering the grass or

having a school car wash.
What kinds of activities do you think create wastewater?
Do you think you are doing anything at home or at school to conserve or protect water?

2. Sometime this weekend I want you to go outside and look at your surroundings. You can start
anywhere - at home, school, or even downtown. With an adult, go to the highest point you can see

: within easy walking distance. Ifpossible, go to the highest point in your community.
3. Look over the land and the way the ground slopes down £iom this high point. If it rained where do

you think the water would flow? You will be able to see a watershed or several watersheds. A watershed
is the area of land where all water drains or "sheds" to the same body of water.
4. Try and notice if anything you see looks like a possible water quality concern?

,

Illinois Rivers Map - Illinois Lake Map
This map shows the major streams and rivers of Illinois and some of the larger lakes. Most of Illinois is
in the Mississippi River Watershed and drainage leaves the state through the Green, Edwards, Illinois,
Kaskaskia, Wabash, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. A small portion of the state is in the St. Lawrence
Watershed, where drainage enters Lake Michigan.

This Illinois map page features a relief map of Illinois. Illinois's highest elevation is Charles
Mound, which rises to 1,235 feet above sea level. The largest lake in Illinois is Carlyle Lake.

Illinois Elevation Map -This is a generalize
elevation trends across the state. See o u r
Mound at '1,235 feet the highest point in B
less than 114 of a mile from the Wisconsin
at 279 feet.
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THE
WATERCYCLE

Rachel Stuizrt
Lesson Plan for ELE 5700-704:
Water Issues and Conservation Measures:
Lessons for Teaching Math, Science, & Reading
Gaals/Objectives for the Lesson:

* Goal One- The eighth grade students will follow directions in order to create a
thunderstorm experience in the classroom.

* Goal Two- The eighth grade students will accurately recreate a visual representation of
the water cycle as a group.

* Goal Three-The eighth grade students will present the water cycle representation
to the class in a presentation format.
* Goal Four- The eighth grade students will complete a quiz over the water cycle to check
for understanding and comprehension.

Illinois Learning Standards:
1.C.3f Interpret tables that display textual information and data in visual formats.
4.B.3a Deliver planned oral presentations, using language and vocabulary appropriate to
the purpose, message and audience; provide details and supporting information that
clarifjr main ideas; and use visual aids and contemporary technology as support.
12.E.2a Identify natural cycles of the Earth's land, water and atmospheric systems
(e.g., rock cycle, water cycle, weather patterns).

Materials:

* Poster Board
* CrayonsMarkers
* Water Cycle Example Diagram
* Water Cycle Quiz
* Computer
* Projector
Time Frame for Lesson:

* For Goal One- The thunderstorm experience will take approximately 15 to 20
minutes to construct the thunderstorm, and follow with a short discussion.

* For Goal Two- The students should have two 40 minute class periods to work on
their water cycle visual aid and presentation.

* For Goal Tbree- The presentations will talk approximately 30 minutes.
* For Goal Four- The students would need 10 to 15 minutes to take the water cycle quiz.
Procedures:
Goal One:
1. Have all students stand in a circle with the teacher standing in the middle of the circle.
2. The students should begin modeling what the action the teacher is doing as the teacher
nods hislher head at the student. The teacher should explain this process to the students
and show an example.
3. The teacher begins actions that the students must follow when nodded at. The teacher
goes around in a circle, and when he or she gets back to the starting student the teacher
changes the action. The following actions should be used in this order:
A. Rubbing hands together
B. Snapping fingers
C. Clapping hands
D. Stomping feet
E. Slapping hands on lcnees while stomping feet

* At this point the teacher can choose to flash lights on and off to
stimulate a storm with lightning.
F. Stomping feet
G. Clapping hands
H. Snapping fingers
I. Rubbing hands together
J. Open up hands- no noise
4. Discuss the thunderstorm experience with the students:
A. What did the storm sound like at the beginning?
B. Why?
C. How did the storm change and develop?

5. Ask the question how often it storms and why. Make the connection of rain to the
water cycle.

Goal Two:
6. Show the water cycle diagram.
A. Talk about the fact that the water cycle is a never ending process and it
continues to go in a circle.

7. Have the students pick group members. No more than three in a group. Give
students class time to work on a visual aid, brochure, power point, etc .about the water
cycle.

8. Walk around the room monitoring their progress. Give assistance and manage
behavior as needed.
Goal Three:
9. Students will present as a group their water cycle representation.

Goal Four:
10, Students can take notes over the presentation if desired. Students will then take a quiz
over the water cycle.

Evaluation:

* Students will receive a group grade for visual representation and presentation wing the
attached checklist.

* Water Cycle Quiz will be graded.

Name:

Water Cycle Quiz
1. Draw the water cycle. Show the following components in your drawing and please label each
part. (1 5 points)
A. precipitation
B. condensation
C. evaporation

2. Explain the water cycle process. (1 5 points)

Name of Group Members:
I

Rubric for Water Cycle Representation and Presentation
5 pts 0 pts 2pts.
1. Is visual aid accurate?

Yes

No

Somewhat

2. Is all required information presented?

3. Is the visual representation visually appealing?

4. Did all group members help present?

5. Was the presentation rehearsed and polished?
6. Did the group use class time wisely?
Total

1 30

